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R+D+i Oil & Gas industry
Worldwide Innovation
Dear client:
We are pleased to inform you that you can have a major worldwide innovation invented and
patented between MONTREL and CLH (50% each): a system called SIMAC-ICOMPP for
automatic identification of compartments in fuel tanker trucks, with absolute control of the loading
process, safer (avoids human error) and electronic delivery note.
The System has been successfully tested in several CLH plants around Spain. It’s a unique
design in the market, without precedent: increases productivity, security and saves money.
Attached you can find more technical information about it.
The System compiles a positive experience consolidated day by day in our company for more
than 55 years in the oil & gas industry, with relevant business differentiation by our technical
knowledge and habitual quality as factors of success, counting on an extensive know-how in
leading technology backed by our significant achievements.
The CLH Group is the main storage and transportation company for oil products in Spain, as well
as one of the largest private companies in oil sector at international level. For that, we’re very
honored by our collaboration and trust with which we are distinguished.
We also want to inform you about our activity in the LNG sector. we have a Joint Marketing
Agreement with ENAGAS, one of the more important companies in the gas sector. The
partnership contract is about a software for the automatic loading of tanker trucks (attached you
can read about the partnership contract).
Hoping that our experience and specific knowledge may interest you. Best regards.

Anexo

Luis A. Víu Beltrán
CEO MONTREL

- References
- About SIMAC-ICOMPP
- Partnership contract with ENAGAS
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